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MEDICAL

KBA-CK103S-BNUN-US
Black, USB

KBA-CK103S-WNUN-US
White, USB

KBA-CK103S-BNUW-US
Black, USB, White Backlighting

KBA-CK103S-WNUG-US
White, USB, Green Backlighting

COMPLIANT
- FCC
- CE
- RoHS

CLEAN KEY INSTRUCTIONS
- Fn + Shift (Clean On / Off)
- “Clean” LED Will Illuminate, Indicating Cleaning Mode
- To Turn Off, Repeat Step 1
- “Clean” LED Will Turn Off, Indicating Typing Mode

FEATURES
- 103 Keys
- Cleanable, Sealed Keyboard
- Withstands Most Hospital Grade Cleaners
- Wrapped in Silicone Rubber
- IP68 Rated
- Compact Notebook Style Layout
- VESA Mounting Holes Located on the Bottom
- 10 Million Actuations Per Key
- Optional Backlighting Available

SPECIFICATIONS
- Storage Temperature: -40°C to +70°C
- Operating Temperature: 0°C to +70°C
- Supply Voltage: 5V + 5%/-10 Through USB Port
- Current Consumption: Max 100mA
- Dimensions: 5.42 x 14.67 x 0.85 in (137.60 x 372.60 x 21.82 mm)

INTERFACE
- USB